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A COMMENTARY

UPON

THE HOLY BIBLE,

FROM

HENRY AND SCOTT.

With Occasional Observations and Notes from other Writers.

THE object of this Work is to provide a COMMENTARY ON

The Holy SCRIPTURES, compact in size, and moderate in price,

which may be useful to those whose opportunities for reading,

or whose means of purchasing, render such a publication de

sirable ; while the contents are suited for christians of every

station , rank, and denomination .

The valuable Commentaries of Henry and Scott have

principally supplied the materials for the presentPublication.

The most important obseryations of those excellent Divines

are condensed and blended together, so as to form a continuous

Exposition . The editions used, are Henry's Exposition, edited

by Burder and Hughes ; and the first edition of Scott's Com

inentary. Extracts from other authors have been inserted,

where they appeared needful; also explanatory notes upon

various passages have been added, many of which are designed

to meet the misrepresentations of infidels. The authors are

pointed out from whom the additional paragraphs are taken,
but not the titles of their different works, as the present compi

lation is to be considered only as having reference to the pas

sages extracted .

This Work will be found suitable for public or private use ,

and especially convenient for the traveller, the sunday school
teacher, and the visitor of the sick. The comment is divided

into portions adapted for family reading; the whole of the

paragraphs may be read , or some of them selected , as circum

stances render desirable, and , when consulted in the closet, few

texts will be found unnoticed .
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The Conimittee of the RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY trust

that this Commentary will be acceptable to the christian public,

and that it will prove extensively useful . They consider it
superfluous to urge the importance of such a Work. They

carnestly desire to encourage diligent searching of the Scrip

tures ; and believe that the present publication will stimulate

the reader to examine the sacred writings with increased at.

tention, while it enables him to do so with greater profit. They

trust that the plan has been formed, and the work carried on

under that Divine guidance which alone can make any instru

ment avail to the glory of God, and the good of inmortal souls .

The COMMENTARY FROM HENRY AND Scott is printed

upon good paper, with a clear type. It may be used with any

Bible,and is illustrated with maps.

The first volume containing from Genesis to Deutero
nomy, the second containing from Joshua to Esther, the

third from Job to Solomon's Song, and the fourth from Isaiah

to Malachi, are now published ; price 5s. each , neatly bound

in cloth , and lettered, or 7s . well bound in calf. Also the fifth

volume containing the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles ;

price 6s . in cloth , or 8s. in calf. This volume contains an extra

number of pages, and four well-executed maps and plans, en
graved on steel.

The whole is to be comprised in Six Volumes, and the re

inaining portion will appear as speedily as is consistent with the

care and attention required in preparing the Work. Each por

tion formsa distinct publication complete in itself ; and it is in

tended that any part may be purchased separately, at all times.

To accommodate the purchasers of this work, the Holy

Bible complete, of the Oxford Ruby octavo edition , with the

marginal readings and referencesofthe authorized version , may

be had, uniform in size and binding with the Commentary ;

price 10s . cloth boards, or 12s. 6d. bound in calf.

MAY 1 , 1834.

Published by

THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY ;

Instituted 1799 :

MBAPOSITORY, 56, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON ;

AND MAY BE HAD OF ALL BOOKSELLERS .
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